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Liningweide Road newest home on foot ink color Wade 2013-12-08 22:57:15 Previously, we have reported that Wade Road home
color, and today we will bring you a different home color, Miami and Toronto in today's game, Wade Wade put on his way home
design color, his first home and are adding a lot of different colors of ink element in the midsole, shoe tongue, on the heel of this
element has sole mainly black color, Wade had said, plus ink element in his shoes better, you feel good? Welcome to the discussion.

New Balance 580 "Halloween" do not note the color 2014-11-03 14:24:19
Although Halloween is over, but New Balance still hope to catch the tail of the festival, along with the launch of a new color of 580.
Dark green suede shoes to create a whole body of the shoe, Sakura festival symbolic orange color is modified. Finally equipped with
white ink detail presented in the end. It is reported that the shoes already available in some online store, priced at $ 120, a friend
might like to look at it. 
;
Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) has been giving a princess-like feeling. The edge (Anna Sui: Anna Sui 's Forbidden Affair ) Eau De Toilette
Anna Sui creative ideas from ( Anna Sui ) journey in the sense of smell and ndelible young girl feelings, derive inspiration.

Anna Sui dreamland ( Anna Sui Forbidden Affair 's edge ) Eau De Toilette design inspiration from old German fairy tales, including "
Snow White " and "the sleeping beauty ". Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) of the same design inspiration also came from the Rococo style
garden design, baroque palace, a French Princess boudoir, the Royal Palace of fashion and luxury lifestyle. This design seems to
lead us back to the middle of eighteenth Century, enjoy the beautiful feeling.

Anna Sui dream feather sparrow ( Anna Sui Flight of Fancy ) launched 2011 new limited edition perfume. This special edition adds
Limited packaging dream box.

Anna Sui dream feather sparrow ( Anna Sui Flight of Fancy ) perfume original birth, from Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ), personal life
adventures. Therefore, self-discovery, ceaseless exploration, continuous transformation, a surround Anna Sui dream feather sparrow
( Anna Sui Flight of Fancy ) this unique fragrance eternal theme. In encouraging young female self-consciousness, discover the
hidden mysterious charm, 2011 Anna Sui dream feather sparrow ( Anna Sui Flight of Fancy ) perfume, again passed an important
message, I hope young women to break limitation, to dream, do whatever you want to do, be want to be, because life there are
various possibilities, waiting for people to experience.

Anna Sui dream feather sparrow ( Anna Sui Flight of Fancy ) perfume 2011 limited edition giveaways dream box packaging design,
you can see a strong exotic atmosphere. Gold birdcage magic box, ready to leap out of the shelter is a feather sparrow Anna Sui
dream feather sparrow ( Anna Sui Flight of Fancy ), every time open the magic box use perfume, like start a new journey, dream as
the aroma eagles, could break all boundaries, where they want to go to any place.

Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) in advertisement captured in fairy world love. A castle background, there was a beautiful princess quietly
through the Baroque garden gate and lover. She and her prince charming is surrounded in the purple twilight. Secret, whisper, steal
time, are all a part of the fantasy. Fantasy girl can think of romantic gesture, teasing flirting eyes, and she found the perfect prince the
little magic. Nothing can be prevented, everything to make her happy.

Box design is like a secluded romantic garden. At dusk, ornate palace gate behind the romantic garden is the secret gathering place
for lovers. They hide in a decorative roserose also played a role in the hidden, and the air was filled with the sounds of roses.

Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) Forbidden Affair perfume design inspired by ancient old fairy tales, such as " Snow White " and " Sleeping
Beauty " and the Rococo garden design, and baroque palace, French boudoir, royal palace design and mode of life, to lead us back
to eighteenth Century ... ...

Agnes Dean ( Agyness Deyn ) since the last " Rock Me " to rock singer image of that person, this time for the last new image,
become sweet princess. Compared with the earlier launched Rock Me, the rock sugar ( Rock Me Summer of Love ) Eau De Toilette
adds a little breath of summer: fresh bergamot and hyssop to weave out odor, are taken over, and white peach, freesia and lotus
notes, showing the girls ponder.

The new packaging is also not to have idea, a flying butterfly packaging box, shining, symbolizes Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) always follow
the free spirit. In order to implement the Rock Me theme, the bottle body is also specially designed for Guitar shape, and retained the
butterfly pattern glass floating withered, and displays the modern female cute, full of fantasy.

Orchestra, play, wild sexy, energetic autonomy are rock elements, Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) not only in love with rock, she is living very
rock. Rock has been Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) is one of the indispensable elements of brand, after the birth of rock series, is Anna Sui (
Anna Sui ) tenth bottles of perfume, but also the most open, wild a perfume.

Product positioning, Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) rock queen, advocate the witch can this bottle of perfume, show enthusiasm, take one's
ease of play rock mood to bloom all over the world, and his own rock style.

Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) Rock Me rock Diva perfume began with a pure fruit incense, in one moment comes from pear, sweet orange
young citrus and peach skin consisting of top notes, like rock and roll moment rhythmic opening;



Then further notes the core, from honeysuckle, jasmine and lotus plants, bringing fresh and enticing fragrance, like the melody by
heart released, lead the listener to the higher realm;

In accord with a crosstalk spectrum of rock ups and downs, the last play, is composed of deep wood components, cedar wood,
amber and vanilla, let it rock melody distributed energy, and the warm end, let the fragrance spectrum out of a rock, the listener can
follow the rhythm of the music, feel ANNA SUI rock queen rock charm.

Agnes Dean ( Agyness, Deyn ) in shining show wild sexy, makeup effect on specially emphasizes the black smoke, hand with black
manicure wear epithelial gloves, while with a black leather vest, dress Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) unique wild beauty. Metal necklace, a
heart shape, Aloha, coupled with the Agy hand red guitar, demonstrating her poised, ready to play a mood.

Poster editing should think, so thick makeup doesn't fit Agy style Oh, do you think Agnes Dean is this perfume posters after all good?

Dreams come true ( Live Your Dream ) is Anna Sui ( Anna Sui ) celebrating the 10 anniversary special commemorative perfume, with
woody base, fusion flower scent, have self-confidence, romantic woman. Bottle design using new art in Czech ( Art Nouveau ) painter
Mu Ka ( Alfons Mucha ) of the frame design, develop studded rose behind the boxed.

Through the brilliant tall Triumphal Arch, beautiful amorous Seine River, looking at the grand legendary Eiffel Tower, the city's unique
and exquisite attraction inspired doll blood romantic pursuit, after an accident and surprise, doll heart in full bloom to return fully
loaded. While in the corner of the street, a beautiful Paris love is waiting for her ... ...
Alexander McQueen PUMA work together jointly publish football boots 2014-05-21 01:59:56
the world's leading sports brand PUMA and well-known designer brands Alexander McQueen (Alexander? McQueen) to work
together once again to the classic PUMA King football shoes for the prototype, create two PUMA King by Alexander McQueen
limited edition football boots , sports and fashion cross-border cooperation again towards a new milestone. 

PUMA cooperation with the Alexander McQueen PUMA football boots to categories of products most representative of classic
shoes PUMA King tribute, called the PUMA brand make this the most impressive in the history of cross-border cooperation more
growth. PUMA King by Alexander McQueen Alexander McQueen brand shoes draws most representative craftsmanship and
attention to detail, the top luxury elements and historical heritage PUMA football combined impact of the new definition of sports
fashion. 

PUMA reputation in the football field, in the history there have been too many well-known of the top players, and one of the most
classic PUMA King shoes since its inception, has been the world's footballers have favored a plus - this "King boots" to accompany
them gallop international football, the award-peak record. PUMA King is currently on the market "service" of the longest soccer
shoes, after the decades of baptism, its performance is still outstanding and is praised by athletes. 

PUMA King by Alexander McQueen's two soccer shoes with high quality materials and hand-made shoes PUMA King retains the
original version of the character, re-interpretation of the classic fashion, stunning. The world's top cross-border cooperation only 100
pairs of shoes, number heel highlights the extraordinary significance of these two limited edition shoes. In addition, each pair of
shoes with the gift of a yearbook, fully demonstrated the rich historical heritage on the history of football's most prestigious PUMA
shoes have. 



The first PUMA King by Alexander McQueen the world's limited 30 pairs, the shoe body with a unique skin, tanned leather processing
technology and full gold handmade finishes, reminiscent of the recognition of the most number of goals during the World Cup players
"Golden Boot" trophy. 

Another cross-border cooperation PUMA King is using a soft Italian leather refined, polished upper hand, with great texture of dark
brown classic color, highlighting its noble texture. Only 70 pairs worldwide, double the number for each different and unique, again
echoing the cohesion behind the product professionalism and superb technology, perfect highlight the glorious history of football. 

designer proportion of traditional football boots were fine-tuning the details are different from the past, people from the visual feel
more directly Alexander McQueen brand's classic style, such as the tongue and so gorgeous with large degree of modification while
adjusting the PUMA classic lines fineness runway markings, as well as foam density, so that co-operation models PUMA King x
Alexander McQueen in terms of appearance or comfort are addictive. 
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